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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This Urban Design Brief has been prepared by
Bousfields Inc. to describe the urban design vision,
strategy and rationale for the form and pattern of
development being proposed by WSIM Group for
lands located at 1571 Sandhurst Circle in the City of
Toronto (the “Site”). The Site is currently designated
as “Special Policy Area” in City of Toronto’s Official
Plan. A Planning Review, concurrently undertaken
by City Staff, is required to permit uses other
than commercial and places of worship. This Brief
provides input into the City’s Planning Review that
will lead to an Official Plan Amendment and a new
Site and Area Specific Policy for the Site.
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Although the current applications are for a portion

MCCOWAN ROAD

The proposal is for an infill development on
underutilized portions of the Site surrounding the
existing mall (“Woodside Square Mall/ the Mall”)
with four mixed-use development blocks along
Finch Avenue East and McCowan Road. The proposal
also introduces a new network of roadways and
pedestrian connections along with several open
space elements including a large central POPS
acting as an urban square and event space.
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The Urban Design Brief is a companion document
to the Planning Rationale Report, also prepared by
Bousfields Inc., which sets out the planning vision
and rationale for the Site. From an urban design
perspective, the Brief reviews the architectural
design concept prepared by Graziani & Corazza
Architects Inc., and Marton Smith Landscape
Architects for the proposed development and
addresses the urban design policies of the City
of Toronto Official Plan, the Tall Building Design
Guidelines, and the Mid-Rise Building Performance
Standards.

Figure 1 - Aerial Subject Site
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It is the opinion of this Brief that the form
and pattern of development being proposed
represent good urban design practice and are
appropriate within the existing physical context
and as a basis for the new policy context for the
overall development of the Site. From an urban
design perspective, the proposed development
will significantly improve the urban design and
streetscape on the lands of a shopping centre
within a built-up area surrounded by existing and
planned municipal infrastructure and community
facilities. Additionally, the development proposal
fits within the existing surrounding residential
uses which range from high-rise/high-density to
low-rise/low-density.

MIDLAND AVENUE

of the Site, the Brief provides design guidance for
future comprehensive redevelopment of the entire
Site inclusive of the existing Mall as requested by
City Staff. A “Conceptual Comprehensive Master
Plan”, prepared by Bousfields Inc. sets out a vision
for this potential future phase of development.

FINCH AVENUE EAST

MIDDLEFIELD ROAD

Figure 2 - Aerial Surrounding Area
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2.0 LOCATION & URBAN
DESIGN CONTEXT

Site Boundary
Schools Open Spaces

2.1 Area and Urban Design
Context

Landscaped Edges

The land use pattern and urban structure of
present-day Scarborough developed from the
expansion of the first settlement in 1790s. Despite
the long rural history of these lands, the expansion
of Toronto in the east, in the 19th century led to the
development of housing stock along major roads.
As the urban area continued to expand, much of
rural Scarborough was converted to suburban
housing developments, comprised primarily of
low-rise residential houses and some higher rise
apartment form buildings, with parks, schools,
low-rise commercial areas, retail strip plazas and
largely enclosed malls, mainly based upon and
accessed by automobiles and some bus transit.

Parks
Natural Areas
Hydro Corridor
Legend

The existing community displays the influence
of 1960’s auto-oriented planning and the
neighbourhood unit concept. In neighbourhood unit
concept, arterial roads break down the community
into four neighbourhood units and collector streets
loop through the area, forming a ring road. In this
regard, the area bounded by Finch Hydro Corridor
and McNicoll Ave to the north, Brimley Road to the
west, Huntingwood Drive and CP railway yard to the
south and Middlefield Road to the east, is divided
by Finch Avenue East and McCowan Road into four
neighbourhood units (Brimley Forest, Richmond
Park, Middlefield, and Iroquois). Furthermore,
Sandhurst Circle forms a ring road and provides
for a concentric design where the height, scale,
and intensity of development gradually lowers as
it gets away from the intersection of the arterials
(Finch Avenue East and McCowan Road) and drops
further down outside of the ring road.

Figure 3 - Existing Public Realm
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Site Boundary

From a built form and land use perspective, the
northeast, southeast and southwest corners of the
intersection of Finch Avenue East and McCowan
Road, as well as lands to the west of the Subject Site
along Finch Avenue East are designated Apartment
Neighbourhoods and contain high-rise residential
buildings surrounded by generous amount of green
space, separating the buildings from the arterial
roads they front onto. The perimeter of the Study
Area contains low-rise residential developments
(townhomes) at the north and northeast corners
on the opposite side of Sandhurst Circle and lowrise institutional, and open space uses in the
northwest corner. Primarily low-rise residential
neighbourhoods are located on surrounding blocks
to the south, east and west to the exterior of the
ring road, well served by a public parks in each
neighbourhood unit (Richmond Park, Chartwell
Park, Iroquois Park, and Brimley Woods), community
facilities and schools. Another significant feature
of the area is the pedestrian/cycling trail that runs
generally north-south along East Highland Creek.
In general, a mostly continuous landscaped strip
separates the existing built form from the main
roads. Arterial roads such as Finch Avenue East
and McCowan Road lack street related built form
and retail frontage for the most part.built form and
retail frontage for the most part.

Shared Lane Marking or
Signed Route
Signed Route, Arterial
Sharrows or Edge Line
Future Cycling
Network Expansion
Sidewalk
Trail (Pedestrian)
Trail (Cycling)
Trail (Pedestrian) - as shown
on Property Data Map
Legend

Figure 4 - Existing Pedestrian and Cycling
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2.2 The Mall
Woodside Square Mall is an indoor community
shopping centre which opened in 1977. For 42
years, it has offered a variety of shops and services
with notable anchor tenants including Food Basics
(previously Zellers), Shoppers Drug Mart, LCBO,
and TD Bank as well as a movie theatre. The
Scarborough Public Library Board (Now Toronto
Public Library) also opened the Woodside Square
branch in the mall during the mall’s early years of
operation. Since it first opened, Woodside Square
mall has been expanded twice and has continued
to evolve as a commercial hub.
Since its opening in 1977, the mall has been
expanded twice and has continuously undergone
renovations. Currently, there is an application for
site plan approval under review that proposes the
expansion of the mall with a new cinema, retail and
restaurant uses and a one-storey underground
parking garage. The proposed addition will be
located along the west edge of the existing mall
building and fronting onto Sandhurst Circle
and adds 11,242 square metres served by 170
underground parking spaces.

Exisitng site conditions

Exisitng site conditions
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2.3 The Subject Site
Broadly, the Subject Site is located within the
Community of Agincourt North in the former
City of Scarborough, now City of Toronto. More
specifically, the Site is located at the northwest
corner of two major arterial roads, Finch Avenue
East and McCowan Road intersection on lands
municipally known as 1571 Sandhurst Circle.

SUBJECT
SITE
Development Area
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MCCOWAN ROAD

The existing mall building is generally one-storey
in height with a limited second storey consisting
primarily of office use containing 25,166 square
metres of commercial space and a total of 1,538
parking space. Surrounding the Mall is a large
surface parking lot with minimal landscaping.
Approximately seven hectares of the Study Area
is paved surface parking area. Two vehicular
entrances are located along McCowan Road; a stop
sign controlled vehicular access is provided at the
Sandhurst Circle and Brimwood Blvd intersection
and two vehicular access points are located along
Sandhurst Circle.

ND
SA

The intersection of Finch Avenue East and
McCowan Road divides the local neighbourhood
into four quadrants bounded by Sandhurst Circle.
The Site occupies the northwest quadrant and is
approximately 99,268 square metres (24.5 Acres)
in size and currently comprises of the mall, which
is centrally located within the Site, and a standalone McDonald’s drive through restaurant located
at the southeast corner of the property.

Figure 5 - Development area of the site
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2.4 Immediate Surroundings
At present, the Site is surrounded by the following:

Residential - Lowrise Buildings

To the south, at the southwest corner of Finch
Avenue East and McCowan Road intersection are
the Chartwell Place condominiums (2628 McCowan
Road, 5001 Finch Avenue East), built in 1998. The
18-storey residential building along Finch Avenue
East and the 10-Storey residential building along
McCowan Road are connected through a 1-storey
element and are generously set back from adjacent
streets. This complex includes surface parking and
well-treed landscaping and its vehicular access is
provided from McCowan Road and Buddleswood
Court.

Residential - Row House/
Townhouses

On the south side of Finch Avenue East, to the
west of the Chartwell Place condominiums is a
townhouse development (1-17 Sandhurst Circle,
2-18 Buddleswood Court, 88-104 Buddleswood
Court and 30 Buddleswood Court) consisting of
several blocks. The townhouses are pulled back
away from Finch Avenue and screened from the
street with generous landscaping.

Manufacturing

Residential - Tall Buildings
Institutional
Commercial
Office
Warehouse/ Distribution

Legend

Further south, the development pattern along
Sandhurst Circle, Lunsfield Cresent, and Chartland
Boulevard South is comprised of low-rise detached
and semi-detached 2-storey residential buildings.
South of Chartland Boulevard South and Sandhurst
Circle and beyond the residential developments is
Iroquiois Park. The south border of the park follows
the East Highland Creek and merges with the
pedestrian/cycling trail. Directly east of Iroquois
Park is St. Ignatius of Loyola Catholic School
fronting onto McCowan Road.

Figure 6 - Existing Figure Ground
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To the southwest of the Site, south of Finch
Avenue East and fronting onto Hartleywood drive
are 2-storey semi-detached houses with their
backyards facing Finch Avenue East and the
continuous pedestrian/cycling trail. The same
development pattern predominantly composes
the areas south of Finch Avenue east. There are
no curb cuts or vehicular access along the south
side of Finch Avenue East in the vicinity of the Site,
between Midland Avenue and Middlefield Road.
Directly west of the Site, located at the northwest
corner of Sandhurst Circle and Finch Avenue
East are Forest Manor rental apartments (1580 &
1600 Sandhurst Circle), which are set back and
separated from Finch Avenue east by a treed
and landscaped area. This property includes two
20-storey towers positioned to frame an outdoor
amenity space, a one-storey day care and a standalone parking structure. To the west of Forest
Manor development, is the pedestrian/cyclist trail
along Highland Creek running generally in a northsouth direction. Further west along Finch Avenue
are low-rise developments containing institutional
and office uses; Francis Lieberman Catholic High
School, Royal Crown Academic School, and Toronto
Police Service, all with direct vehicular access from
Finch Avenue, and Toronto Fire Station 242 with
vehicular access from Brimley Road.
West of the Site and north of Forest Manor
development is a two-storey high school (i.e.
Albert Campbell Collegiate Institute). The westerly
edge of the school property immediately abuts
the pedestrian/cycling trail along Highland Creek
and connects to Brimley Woods park through a
pedestrian bridge that runs across the creek.
Brimley Woods Park is an 8.1-hectare park located
south of Brimley Road and north of Finch Avenue
East and is heavily wooded. A children’s playground
is located at the edge of the forest at the north end
of the park.

URBAN DESIGN BRIEF

5001 Finch Avenue East looking south

30 Buddlesworth Crescent looking south from Finch Avenue East

1580 Sandhurst Circle looking west

2628 McCowan Road looking west

Southeast corner of Sandhurst Circle and Lunsfield Crescent

1600 Sandhurst Circle looking west

Access to 2628 McCowan Road and 5001 Finch Avenue East via
Buddlesworth Court

Iroquois Park and East Highland Creek looking southeast
from Chartland Boulevard South

On-site daycare for 1580 & 1600 Sandhurst Circle
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North of the Site, is a two-storey townhouse
development with frontage onto Sandhurst Circle
and McCowan Road. Along the east side of Brimwood
Boulevard is a 2-storey rowhouse development
beyond which are 1- and 2-storey detached and
semi-detached dwellings abutting the meandering
local roads, crescents, and cul-de-sacs. The same
pattern of development continues to the east
of McCowan with low-rise residential dwellings
generally backing onto McCowan Road, creating a
continuous fence wall along the sidewalks that are
well separated from the road through landscaping.
Immediately to the east, on the east side of
McCowan Road is a private townhouse complex
consisting of 2-storey units serviced by an internal
road network. South of the town house complex
is Thunder Grove, a cul-de-sac that leads to
2-storey rowhouses and two driveway accesses
to two 18-storey residential slab apartment
buildings which frame the northeast corner of
McCowan Road and Finch Avenue East (25 & 30
Thunder Grove). The apartments have softscape
and passive recreational areas surrounding the
buildings and are well set back from the McCowan
Road and Finch Avenue East by approximately 2325 metres. The two apartments have access to
surface parking area, as well as on-site amenities
such as two tennis courts, children’s playgrounds
and an outdoor pool.
Further east is a 2-storey commercial plaza that
contains multiple retail uses at grade, office spaces
on the second level and associated surface parking
(1001 Finch Avenue East). Immediately east of the
plaza is a cul-de-sac with single-detached homes
(16-20 Path Hill Place). Theses residential dwellings
are oriented with their backyards towards Finch
Avenue East. This condition is continued by singledetached homes on Bethany Leigh Drive.
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Multi-use trail looking south towards Forest Manor Apartments

Albert Campbell Collegiate Institute

1180 Sandhurst Circle looking north

Entrance to Brimley Woods looking west from Multi-use trail

1500 Sandhurst Circle looking north

1131 Sandhurst Circle looking east from McCowan Road

4640 Finch Avenue East looking north (Francis Liebermann
High School)

162-178 Brimwood Boulevard looking east

1121 Sandhurst Circle looking west from Sandhurst Circle
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At the intersection of Middlefield Road and Finch
Avenue East, the area transitions from residential to
commercial and employment lands. The northeast
corner of the intersection includes 1- to 3-storey
commercial buildings that contain retail uses at
grade and commercial office space on the floors
above. Adjacent to these smaller scale retailers are
three large warehouse buildings that are accessed
off of Finch Avenue (5230, 5240 and 5250 Finch
Avenue East)
At the southeast corner of Finch Avenue East
and McCowan Road are two 18-storey apartment
buildings that frame the intersection (5039 Finch
Avenue East) and are connected by a 1-storey
lobby. The buildings have access to greenspace at
the rear of the building as well as two tennis courts.
East of the apartments is a development of 2-storey
brick townhouse blocks (16-26 Exchequer Place).
To the south and southeast of the townhomes are
low-rise residential areas consisting of 2-storey
single detached dwellings, 2-storey rowhouses,
and 2-storey semi-detached dwellings (214-226
Placentia Boulevard, 37-53 Tooklea Crescent, and
62 & 64 Tooklea Crescent).

URBAN DESIGN BRIEF

25 & 30 Thunder Grove looking northeast from Finch Avenue East

1001 Finch Avenue East looking north east

Southeast corner of Finch Avenue East and McCowan Road

2-10 Thunder Grove looking north

5215 Finch Avenue East looking south (GTA Square Mall)

5039 Finch Avenue East and 2627 McCowan Road

Thunder Grove infill Apartment Building looking west from
Finch Avenue East

Warehouse Buildings at 5230-5250 Finch Avenue East

Semi-detached dwellings on Placentia Boulevard
(224-226 Placentia Boulevard)
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2.5 Transportation Context

Site Boundary

Existing Road Network
The subject site has frontage on three streets:

36m R.O.W Width

Finch Avenue Street is a four-lane east-west
Regional road classified as Major Arterial with
a planned right-of-way width of 36 metres.
Pedestrian sidewalks and transit stops are
provided on both sides of the street. To the west,
Finch Avenue provides access to Yonge Street,
a major north-south arterial route with subway
service (Finch subway station). Finch Avenue also
provides access to Highway 404 approximately six
kilometers west of the Site. Between Highway 27
and Nielson Road, Finch Avenue is identified in the
Official Plan as Transit Priority Segment.

27m R.O.W Width
Legend

McCowan Road is a four-lane north-south Regional
road classified as Major Arterial with planned
right-of-way width of 36 metres. To the south,
McCowan Road provides access to Highway 401
approximately 3 kilometres south of the Site.
Between Finch Avenue east and McCowan Subway
Station, McCowan Road is identified in the Official
Plan as Transit Priority Segment.
Sandhurst Circle is a two-lane Collector road with
planned right-of-way width of 27 metres.

Figure 7 - Right-of-Way Diagram
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Existing Transit Network

Site Boundary

In terms of transit service, the Subject Site is served
by a number of surface transit routes including:

Ten-Minute Network

TTC – 39 Finch East Bus:

Express Service - 939

• The 39 Finch East bus route operates between
Finch Station on Line 1 Yonge-University and the
area of Finch Avenue East and Neilson Road and
the area of Morningside Avenue and Old Finch
Avenue, and the Gordon Baker Road employment
centre, generally in an east-west direction.
Accessible service is provided on the route.
Finch Station is an accessible subway station.
Bike racks are available on this route.

Local Regular Service
Local Limited Service
Interchange Point
Bus Stop - Regular
Service (Local)

TTC – 339 Finch East Bus:
• The 339 Finch East Blue Night bus route operates
between the area of Finch Station on Line 1
Yonge-University and the area of Finch Avenue
East and Finchdene Square, generally in an eastwest direction.

Bus Stop - Regular and
Blue Night Network (Local)
Bus Stop - Regional Route 129A travels between
Toronto and York Region

TTC - 939 Finch Express Bus:
• The 939 Finch Express bus route operates
between Finch West Station and Finch Station
on Line 1 Yonge-University, Scarborough
Centre Station on Line 3 Scarborough, and the
Morningside Heights neighbourhood, generally
in an east-west direction. YRT - 3 Thornhill bus:

Bus Stop - 939 Finch Express
Legend

TTC - 129 McCowan North Bus:
• The 129 McCowan North bus route operates
between Scarborough Centre Station on Line
3 Scarborough, the area of McCowan Road and
Steeles Avenue East, and the area of McCowan
Road and Major Mackenzie Drive East in the City
of Markham, generally in a north-south direction.
TTC – 302 Kingston Road – McCowan Bus:
• The 302 Kingston Rd-McCowan Blue Night bus
route operates between the area of Victoria
Park Avenue and Kingston Road, and the area
of McCowan Road and Steeles Avenue East,
generally in a north-south direction. Accessible
service is provided on the route. Bike racks are
available on this route.
Figure 8 - Existing Transit Network
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Emerging Policy and Transit
Initiatives
City of Toronto – Official Plan Review:
Transportation – Recommended OPA

HIGHER ORDER
TRANSIT CORRIDORS
Legend

SUBJECT
SITE

Existing

On January 29, 2020, a report recommended the
adoption of Official Plan transportation policy and
text changes as part of the Five-Year Review of
the Official Plan. This recommended Official Plan
Amendment follows an initial set of transportation
policy amendments, which were approved by
the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing in
December, 2014 (OPA No. 274) and are related to:
Integration with Land Use; “Complete Streets”;
Active Transportation; Auto, Transportation
Demand Management (TDM) and Parking; and,
Goods Movement.
One aspect of the OPA aims to amend Official Plan
Map 4 – Higher Order Transit Corridor and Map 5 –
Surface Transit Priority Network. With regard to the
Subject Site, the recommended changes on Map 4
subsequently designate McCowan Road as a Higher
Order Transit Corridor from Steeles Avenue East to
Eglinton Avenue East. The recommended changes
to Map 5 will extend the Surface Transit Priority
Segment along McCowan Road that previously
ended at McCowan Road and Finch, northbound to
Steeles Avenue East. Based on this emerging City
policy, the subject site has the potential to support
ridership for future higher order transit projects.

TTC Subway and LRT Lines
GO Rail Lines

Expansion Elements
Transit Corridors
GO/TTC Interchange GO
Rail Station
Proposed Transit Corridor
(Official Plan Amendment 456)

Figure 9 - Toronto Official Plan, Map 4

SURFACE TRANSIT
PRIORITY NETWORK
Legend

SUBJECT
SITE

Existing
TTC Subway and LRT Lines
GO Rail Lines

Expansion Elements
Transit Priority Segments
Proposed Transit Priority
Segment
(Official Plan Amendment 456)

Figure 10 - Toronto Official Plan, Map 5
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Metrolinx 2041 Regional
Transportation Plan (2041 RTP)

SUBJECT
SITE

On March 8, 2018, the Metrolinx Board of Directors
unanimously adopted the 2041 Regional Transportation
Plan (2041 RTP) for the Greater Toronto and Hamilton
Area (GTHA). As per map 5 and map 6 of 2041 RTP, the
subject site is located within Frequent Rapid Transit
Network.
Frequent Rapid Transit Network is defined in 2041 RTP
as a “seamless and reliable network of transit services
running at least every 10-15 minutes all-day, every
day. The Frequent Rapid Transit Network will consist of
transit routes and corridors that ensure fast and reliable
service through the use of dedicated infrastructure,
design elements, and other supporting investments as
required (e.g., full grade separation, exclusive right-ofway, HOV lanes, queue jump lanes, wider stop spacing
than conventional transit routes, signal priority, or
other transportation systems management measures).
The proposed Frequent Rapid Transit Network will allow
transit users to make efficient transfers between routes
on the network, which includes subways, bus rapid
transit, light rail transit, frequent (15-minute) two-way
all-day GO rail, Priority Bus corridors, and Frequent
Regional Express Bus.”

79 McCowan
80 Finch East

As per Map 5 and 6 of 2041 RTP, the Frequent Rapid
Transit modes identified for McCowan Road, from
Scarborough Centre to Steeles Avenue are LRT/
BRT and Frequent Regional Bus. The frequent Rapid
Transit mode identified for Finch Avenue East, west
of McCowan Road, is Priority Bus/Priority Streetcar.
Figure 11 - Metrolinx Transit Map 5
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Finch East Transit Priority –
Dedicated Bus Lane (Proposed)

opportunities on other busy corridors to improve travel time and reliability
for customers�

Given the success of the King Street Transit
Priority Corridor, the TTC is exploring the potential
implementation of exclusive bus lanes, stop
consolidation, all-door boarding and other transit
priority measures to speed up bus service on
Toronto’s busiest bus corridors. Over the next
five years the TTC will investigate and pursue
opportunities along Eglinton Avenue East, Dufferin
Street, Jane Street, Steeles Avenue West and Finch
Avenue East. These routes combined transport
approximately 250,000 customers per weekday.
The Subject Site is situated at the east extent of
the proposed Finch Avenue East priority segment.
Although preliminary, this corridor has the potential
to provide faster access to Finch subway station
on Line 1 Yonge-University.

Figure 12 - TTC Map of Future Segments

60 • 5-YEAR SERVICE PLAN & 10-YEAR OUTLOOK
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3.0 URBAN DESIGN
POLICIES & REGULATORY
CONTEXT

SUBJECT
SITE

LAND USE DESIGNATION
Legend
Neighbourhoods

The following is a summary of certain key policies
specifically affecting urban design aspects of
the proposal. See the accompanying Planning
Rationale for a full review and analysis of other
planning policies.

Apartment Neighbourhoods

3.1 City of Toronto Official
Plan (2019)

Other Open Space Areas

Mixed Use Areas
Natural Areas
Parks
(Including Golf Courses,
Cemeteries, Pulic Utilities)

The Official Plan for the amalgamated City of
Toronto (“the Official Plan”) was approved by the
Ontario Municipal Board on July 6, 2006, with
the exception of certain policies and land use
designations, none of which are applicable to the
subject application. The City of Toronto is currently
undertaking a review of its Official Plan. The most
recent consolidation contains policies in effect as
of February 2019.

Institutional Areas
Regeneration Areas
General Employment Areas
Core Employment Areas
Utility Corridors
Special Policy Area

Public Realm

Figure 13 - Toronto Official Plan - Land Use Map

Section 3.1.1 sets out policies applying to the public
realm, including streets, parks, open spaces and
public buildings. The public realm contributes to
the creation of communities as well as promoting
civic life and the built form attributes that make
the City a world-class city.

• the creation of a connected network of
streets, parks, and open spaces that are
universally accessible, including sidewalks with
unobstructed pathways and curb cuts at corners
on all City streets;
• the requirement that plans for all new buildings
and additions meet the City’s accessibility
guidelines; and
• retrofitting over time all existing City-owned
buildings that are open to the public and open
spaces to make them universally accessible and
encouraging the owners of private buildings and
spaces to do likewise through public education
and retrofit programs.

Policy 3.1.1(5) and 3.1.1(6) state that City streets
are significant public open spaces that connect
people and places and the design of sidewalks and
boulevards will provide safe, attractive, interesting
and comfortable spaces for pedestrians.
Policy 3.1.1(13) specifies that universal physical
access to publicly accessible spaces and buildings
will be ensured through:

URBAN DESIGN BRIEF

Policy 3.1.1(14) speaks to the application of design
measures that promote pedestrian safety and
security to streetscapes, parks, other public and
private open spaces, and all new and renovated
buildings. Policy 3.1.1(15) states that the design of
interior shopping malls, underground concourses,
plaza walkways, and private midblock connections
will complement and extend, but not replace, the
role of the street as the main place for pedestrian
activity. The Policy goes on to state that these should
be accessible, comfortable, safe and integrate into
the local pattern of pedestrian movement with
direct, universal physical and visual access from
the public sidewalk and clear path-finding within.

16

Furthermore, additional infrastructure needed
for the building of new communities will be laid
out and organized to reinforce the importance of
public streets and open space as the structural
framework that supports high quality city living.

WOODSIDE CENTRE

The design considerations for new streets are
outlined in Policy 3.1.1(16):
• provide
connections
with
adjacent
neighbourhoods;
• promote a connected grid of streets that offers
safe and convenient travel options;
• extend sight lines and view corridors;
• divide larger sites into smaller development
blocks;
• provide access and addresses for new
development;
• allow the public to freely enter without
obstruction;
• implement the Complete Streets approach to
develop a street network that balances the
needs and priorities of the various users and
uses within the right-of-way;
• improve the visibility, access and prominence of
unique natural and human-made features; and
• provide access for emergency vehicles.
Policy 3.1.1(17) indicates that new streets should
be public streets, and where appropriate, private
streets should be designed to integrate into the
public realm and meet the design objectives for
new streets.
Policy 3.1.1(18) states that new city blocks, and
development lots within them, will be designed to:
• have an appropriate size and configuration for
the proposed land use, scale of development
and intended form of buildings and open space;
• promote street-oriented development with
buildings fronting onto street and park edges;
• provide adequate room within the block for
parking and servicing needs; and
• allow for incremental, phased development.
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Policy 3.1.1(19) specifies that new parks and open
spaces will be located and designed to achieve a
number of objectives, including:
• connecting and extending, wherever possible,
to existing parks, natural areas, and other open
spaces such as school yards;
• providing a comfortable setting for community
events as well as individual use;
• providing appropriate space and layout for
recreational needs, including forms of productive
recreation such as community gardening; and
• emphasizing and improving unique aspects of the
community’s natural and human-made heritage.
With respect to new parks and other public open
spaces, Policy 3.1.1(20) further states that they
should front onto a street for good visibility, access
and safety.

Built Form

Policy 3.1.2(2) requires that new development locate
and organize vehicle parking, vehicular access,
service areas and utilities to minimize their impact
on the property and on surrounding properties,
and to improve the safety and attractiveness of
adjacent streets, parks and open spaces. Relevant
criteria include:

Policy 3.1.2(4) provides that new development will
be massed to define the edges of streets, parks and
open spaces at good proportion. Taller buildings
will be located to ensure adequate access to sky
view for the proposed and future use of these
areas.

• using shared service areas where possible
within development block(s) including public
and private lanes, driveways and service courts;
• consolidating and minimizing the width of
driveways and curb cuts across the public
sidewalk;
• integrating services and utility functions within
buildings where possible;
• providing
underground
parking
where
appropriate; and
• limiting surface parking between the front face
of a building and the public street or sidewalk.

Policy 3.1.2(5) requires that new development
provide amenity for adjacent streets and open
spaces to make these areas attractive, interesting,
comfortable and functional for pedestrians by
providing, among other things:

Policy 3.1.2(3) sets out policies to ensure that new
development will be massed and its exterior façade
will be designed to fit harmoniously into its existing
and/or planned context, and will limit its impact
on neighbouring streets, parks, open spaces and
properties by:

In putting forward policies to guide built form,
Section 3.1.2 of the Plan notes that developments
must be conceived not only in terms of the
individual building site and program, but also in
terms of how that building and site fit within the
context of the neighbourhood and the City.

• massing new buildings to frame adjacent streets
and open spaces in a way that respects the
existing and/or planned street proportion;
• incorporating exterior design elements, their
form, scale, proportion, pattern and materials,
and their sustainable design, to influence
the character, scale and appearance of the
development;
• creating appropriate transitions in scale to
neighbouring existing and/or planned buildings
for the purpose of achieving the objectives of
this Plan;
• providing for adequate light and privacy;
• adequately limiting any resulting shadowing
of, and uncomfortable wind conditions on,
neighbouring streets, properties and open
spaces, having regard for the varied nature of
such areas; and
• minimizing any additional shadowing and
uncomfortable wind conditions on neighbouring
parks as necessary to preserve their utility.

Policy 3.1.2(1) provides that new development will
be located and organized to fit with its existing
and/or planned context, and to frame and support
adjacent streets, parks and open spaces.
Relevant criteria include:
• generally locating buildings parallel to the street
with a consistent front yard setback;
• on corner lots, locating development along both
adjacent street frontages and giving prominence
to the corner;
• locating main building entrances so that they
are visible and directly accessible from the
public sidewalk;
• providing ground floor uses that have views into
and, where possible, access to adjacent streets;
and
• preserving existing mature trees wherever
possible and incorporating them into
landscaping designs.
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• improvements to adjacent boulevards and
sidewalks respecting sustainable design
elements, including trees, shrubs, hedges,
plantings or other ground cover, permeable
paving materials, street furniture, curb ramps,
waste and recycling containers, lighting and
bicycle parking facilities;
• co-ordinated landscape improvements in
setbacks to create attractive transitions from
the private to public realms;
• weather protection such as canopies and
awnings; and
• landscaped open space within the development
site.
Policy 3.1.2(6) requires that every significant new
multi-residential development provide indoor and
outdoor amenity space for residents, giving each
resident access to outdoor amenity spaces such
as balconies, terraces, courtyards, rooftop gardens
and other types of outdoor spaces.
Policy 3.1.3 of the Plan recognizes that tall
buildings, when properly located and designed,
can draw attention to the city structure, visually
reinforcing our civic centres and other areas of
civic importance. Among other matters, Policy
3.1.3(1) specifies that the design of tall buildings
should consist of a base to define and support the
street edge at an appropriate scale, a shaft that is
appropriately sized and oriented in relation to the
base building and adjacent buildings, and a top
that contributes to the character of the skyline and
integrates rooftop mechanical systems.
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Policy 3.1.3(2) requires that tall building proposals
address key urban design considerations,
including:
• meeting the built form principles of the Plan;
• demonstrating how the proposed building and
site design will contribute to and reinforce the
overall city structure;
• demonstrating how the proposed building and
site design relate to the existing and/or planned
context; and
• taking into account the relationship of the site
to topography and other tall buildings.

SASP 236
The property at 1571 Sandhurst Circle is designated
on Official Plan Map 19 as a Special Policy Area
and subject to Site and Area Specific Policy 236.
This SASP states that the only permitted uses are
“Places of Worship, and commercial uses designed
to provide a population of 50,000 to 125,000 within
an approximate 4 kilometre radius with a wide
range and variety of goods and services, especially
comparison shopping goods and services
(department store type merchandise).” SASP 236
provides that “No other uses are permitted until a
planning review of the area has been completed to
Council’s satisfaction.”

Staff Report for Action (August
2019)
In August 2019, the City initiated a planning review
of the subject lands as required by SASP 236 to
ensure that an appropriate policy framework is
in place to provide for the future evolution of
Woodside Square. This planning review, led by
City staff, is intended to culminate in an Official
Plan Amendment for the Study Area. This work
is conducted concurrently with a Zoning Bylaw Amendment application made by Woodside
Management Inc for infill development of a portion
of the Study Area.
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As stated in the City’s report for action dated
August 28, 2019; Through the planning review,
strategies and policies would be developed to
guide future land use on the Study Area. Policies
would be developed in consultation with the public
and applicant to inform city building objectives.
Preliminary goals of the analysis would include:

• Should residential uses be recommended,
developing a housing strategy that provides for a
range of household types, including families with
children, seniors, and affordable housing consistent
with Official Plan policies for large sites.
• Ensuring adequate servicing infrastructure and
capacity (water mains, storm sewers and sanitary
sewers) including required municipal infrastructure
upgrades necessary to support future growth.
• Securing sustainable design measures to reduce
the environmental impacts of development.
• Developing a phasing strategy to ensure orderly
development, having regard to early implementation
of infill development on the existing surface parking
lot that will not inhibit future comprehensive
redevelopment of the site should the mall building be
removed in favour of comprehensive redevelopment
at some point in the future.

• Preserving the function of the site as the retail
and community services centre of the Agincourt
North community. This could include developing
a strategy to ensure the site continues to provide
retail, entertainment, professional services, and
jobs to serve the local community and contribute
to a complete community.
• Determining the appropriateness of new uses,
including residential and additional commercial
retail uses, and the level of intensification that
the site can accommodate.
• Identifying appropriate built form typologies,
building heights and densities for new land uses.
• Securing a network of streets, blocks, and active
(pedestrian and cycling) connections to improve
multi-modal access within the site as well as to
and from the surrounding community.
• Improving the safety and travel experience of
all transportation network users (pedestrians,
cyclists, public transit users and drivers)
accessing the site.
• Reducing
parking
demand
through
transportation demand management (TDM)
measures and ensuring that any new parking
facilities are adaptable to changing parking
demands in the future.
• Emphasizing the importance of the northwest
corner of Finch Avenue East and McCowan Road
given two transit priority corridors meet at this
intersection.
• Identifying the appropriate location of public
parkland and publicly accessible open spaces to
provide recreational opportunities and support
an attractive, vibrant, and robust public realm.

3.2 Tall Building Design
Guidelines
On May 8, 2013, City Council adopted the CityWide Tall Building Design Guidelines, which
update and replace the “Design Criteria for the
Review of Tall Building Proposals” (2006). The
document specifically notes that the Guidelines
are “intended to provide a degree of certainty
and clarity of common interpretation, however,
as guidelines, they should also be afforded some
flexibility in application, particularly when looked
at cumulatively.”
The city-wide Guidelines include sections related
to site context, site organization, tall building
design and pedestrian realm. Among other matters,
the Guidelines recommend a minimum separation
distance of 25 metres between towers (excluding
balconies), a minimum tower setback of 12.5 metres
from side and rear property lines or centre line of
an abutting lane, and a maximum residential tower
floor plate of 750 square metres. A tower stepback
of 3.0 metres is specified above the face of the
base building, including balconies. The applicable
performance standards are outlined below.
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Guideline 1.3 – Fit and Transition in Scale. Ensure
tall buildings fit within the existing or planned
context and provide an appropriate transition in
scale down to lower-scaled buildings, parks and
open space.
Guideline 1.4 – Sunlight and Sky View. Locate and
design tall buildings to protect access to sunlight
and sky view within the surrounding context of
streets, parks, public and private open space, and
other shadow sensitive areas.
Guideline 2.1 – Building Placement. Locate the
base of tall buildings to frame the edges of streets,
parks and open spaces, to fit harmoniously with
the existing context, and to provide opportunities
for high-quality landscaped open space on-site.
Guideline 2.2 – Building Address and Entrances.
Organize tall buildings to use existing or new
public streets for address and building entrances.
Ensure primary building entrances front onto
public streets, are well defined, clearly visible and
universally accessible from the adjacent public
sidewalk.
Guideline 2.3 – Site Servicing, Access and Parking.
Locate “back-of-house” activities, such as loading,
servicing, utilities and vehicle parking, underground
or within the building mass, away from the public
realm and public view.
Guideline 2.4 – Publicly Accessible Open Space.
Provide grade related, publicly accessible open
space within the tall building site to complement,
connect and extend the existing network of public
streets, parks and open space.
Guidelines 2.5 - Private Open Space. Provide a
range of high-quality, comfortable private and
shared outdoor amenity space throughout the tall
building site.
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Guideline 3.1.1 – Base Building Scale and Height.
Design the base building to fit harmoniously within
the existing context of neighbouring building
heights at the street and to respect the scale and
proportion of adjacent streets, parks, and public or
private open space.

Guideline 3.3 – Tower Top. Design the top of tall
buildings to make an appropriate contribution
to the quality and character of the city skyline.
Balance the use of decorative lighting with energy
efficiency objectives, the protection of migratory
birds and the management of artificial sky glow.

Guideline 3.1.2 – Street Animation. Line the base
building with active, grade-related uses to promote
a safe and animated public realm.

Guideline 4.2 – Sidewalk Zone. Provide adequate
space between the front of the building and
adjacent street curbs to safely and comfortably
accommodate pedestrian movement, streetscape
elements and activities related to the uses at grade.
Along the primary street frontages of a tall building
site, secure a sidewalk zone of at least 6 metres,
however, exceptions to the minimum width may
be considered when the extent of the tall building
frontage or potential for future redevelopment on
abutting sites does not support establishing a new
setback pattern.

Guideline 3.1.4 – Façade Articulation and
Transparency. Articulate the base building with
high-quality materials and design elements that
fit with neighbouring buildings and contribute to
a pedestrian scale. Provide clear, unobstructed
views into and out from ground floor uses facing
the public realm
Guideline 3.2.2 – Tower Placement. Place towers
away from streets, parks, open space and
neighbouring properties to reduce visual and
physical impacts of the tower and allow the base
building to be the primary defining element for the
site and adjacent public realm. Step back the tower,
including balconies, 3 metres or greater from the
face of the base building along all street, park and
open space frontages (including publicly accessible
or private shared open space and rooftop amenity
within the site). As an option within the stepback,
up to one third of a point tower frontage along a
street or open space may extend straight down to
the ground.
Guideline 3.2.3 – Tower Separation. Set back tall
building towers 12.5 metres or more from the
side and rear property line or the centre line of
an abutting lane. Provide separation distance
between towers on the same site of 25 metres
or more, measured from the exterior walls of the
buildings, excluding balconies.
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The addendum recommended that the Performance
Standards apply to the evaluation of proposed midrise developments on sites that are both within
specified land use designations (including Mixed
Use Areas, Employment, Institutional or some
Apartment Neighbourhoods) and are on Major
Streets on Map 3, with planned rights-of-way of at
least 20 metres wide.
Section 3 of the Mid-Rise Guidelines provides a
series of Performance Standards that are intended
to guide the design of mid-rise buildings along
Avenues and on sites meeting criteria from the
2016 addendum. The Performance Standards are
guided by the objective to create healthy, liveable
and vibrant main streets while protecting the
stability and integrity of adjacent neighbourhoods.
In that respect, they are designed to ensure that
Avenues are developed in an appropriate and
context-sensitive manner. Key provisions for midrise buildings include the following:

Guideline 4.3 – Pedestrian Level Wind Effects.
Locate, orient and design tall buildings to promote
air circulation and natural ventilation, yet minimize
adverse wind conditions on streets, parks and
open space, at building entrances, and in public
and private outdoor amenity areas.

• buildings are moderate in height – no taller
than the right-of-way is wide (a 1:1 ratio), up to
a maximum height of 11 storeys (36 metres),
excluding mechanical penthouse;
• buildings provide an appropriate transition in
scale to adjacent neighbourhoods, taking into
account a 45-degree angular plane;
• sidewalks on the main streets enjoy at least five
hours of sunlight from the spring through to the
fall;
• the ground floors of buildings provide uses that
enliven sidewalks and create safe pedestrian
conditions; and
• buildings should be built to the side property
lines, to the create continuous facades and
avoid blank walls.

3.3 Mid-Rise Building
Performance Standards
In July 2010, City Council adopted a staff
recommendation to use the Performance
Standards for Mid-Rise Buildings proposed in
the “Avenues & Mid-Rise Buildings Study” (May
2010) in evaluating mid-rise building development
proposals along Avenues for a monitoring period
of approximately two years. On November 13, 2013,
Council adopted a staff recommendation to extend
the monitoring period to the end of 2014. In June
2016, City Council approved the revised Mid-Rise
Building Performance Standards Addendum, with
a direction to City Staff to use the addendum in
conjunction with the 2010 Performance Standards
to evaluate development applications where midrise buildings are proposed.

It should be noted that the Performance Standards
do recognize that exceptions may sometimes be
warranted and that, at times, a project that strives
for excellence in design can demonstrate that a
specific guideline is not appropriate to be applied
in that instance. We are accordingly of the opinion
that the Mid-Rise Guidelines generally apply to the
subject site’s built form typology envisioned in the
Conceptual Master Plan for the ultimate phase.
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4.0 URBAN DESIGN
VISION & STRATEGY
4.1 Vision Statement
In urban design terms, the proposed infill
development is based upon developing a mixeduse community in smaller development blocks
with improved pedestrian connectivity and new,
distinct open spaces while having appropriate
regard for potential redevelopment of the Site as a
whole in the future.
Therefore, the urban design vision for the
Conceptual Comprehensive Master Plan developed
for the entirety of the Site is based upon the
following four strategies:
•
•
•
•

Breaking up the Block
Street-Related Built Form
Pedestrian-Oriented Development
Enhanced Public Realm and Open Space

Key objectives for the redevelopment of the Subject
Site include:
• Introducing new street and block pattern
that breaks up a larger block into urban-sized
development blocks in the interim in a manner
that allows for a potential redevelopment of the
mall in the future;
• Providing strong built form relationships to the
adjacent streets that are compatible with the
existing and planned built form pattern, height,
and scale with a focus on Finch Avenue East and
McCowan Road;
• Fostering social interaction and providing
opportunities for passive and active recreation
on the site through a variety of open space
elements; and
• Improving pedestrian movement throughout the
Site.

URBAN DESIGN BRIEF

Exisitng aerial view looking northeast

The urban design vision for the Proposal is to fit
within and form part of the larger Conceptual
Comprehensive Master Plan for the entire block.
The proposal will provide high-quality architecture
in the form of a contemporary mixed-use group of
buildings that frame and complement the existing
Woodside Square Mall. Further, the proposal

will introduce an attractive public and private
realm while providing necessary connections to
the existing mall. The proposal also introduces
new road connections that will form part of a
larger future road network contemplated in the
Conceptual Comprehensive Master Plan.
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4.2 Urban Design Strategies
The following strategies build upon the vision and
objectives set out by the City of Toronto in advance
of the study being undertaken on the Subject Site
and provides further guidance with respect to the
built form and public realm.

WOODSIDE CENTRE

Breaking Up the Block
One of the key strategies is to subdivide the
larger mall site into a network of well-connected
streets and blocks. As such, its design should be
organized around three key principles in the overall
comprehensive development of the Site:
• Creating a system of internal streets and blocks
that connects to and extends the existing
streets;
• Integrating pedestrian circulation with the
existing and planned pedestrian and open space
system in the surrounding area; and
• Providing opportunities for publicly accessible
open space, where the informal gatherings
already take place.

building frontages. With improved access across
the Site, an interconnected system of linkages
and open space encourages the increased use
of cycling infrastructure and public transit which
is supportive of Municipal and Provincial policy
objectives.

The Conceptual Comprehensive Master Plan
shall establish a system of walkways, mid-block
connections and linkages with sidewalks along

URBAN DESIGN BRIEF
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The major new urban design elements of the
Conceptual Comprehensive Master Plan that will
provide for increased connectivity across the Site
include:
• the creation of a new north-south street with
sidewalks on either side, connecting Finch
Avenue East to Brimwood Boulevard;
• the introduction of a new east west street that
aligns with Albert Campbell Collegiate institute’s
driveway to the west and connects Sandhurst
Circle to McCowan Road;
• the creation of one large Public Park on the
northwest portion of the Site along Sandhurst
Circle; and
• the creation of four publicly accessible open
spaces (POPS), one large central POPS acting as
an urban square along Finch Avenue East, one
midblock POPS on McCowan Road framing the Mall
entrance; and two gateway POPS on southeast
and northeast corners of the Subject Site.

WOODSIDE CENTRE

Street-Related Built Form
The intent of this urban design strategy is to achieve
well-designed built form that is sited, massed and
designed with consideration for the adjacent and
surrounding existing context to create a liveable,
functional and attractive environment.
With respect to the development of tall buildings
within the Subject SIte, high-rise buildings should
be generally located mainly along Finch Avenue
east and at the northwest corner of the Finch/
McCowan intersection adjacent to, and across
from the existing high-rise buildings. Taller
elements should be located at the Finch Avenue
East and McCowan Road intersection to anchor the
new development and emphasize the importance
of the intersection of two major streets. Tower
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floorplate size and separation distance should be
in accordance with the Official Plan’s Built Form
policies and Tall Building Design Guidelines. To
further ensure the fit and transition in scale from
tall buildings down to the lower scale areas and
to protect access to sunlight and skyview, it is
recommended to apply a 45-degree angular plane
taken from the Neighbourhoods designated lands
to determine the height and location of the taller
elements.
Within the Subject Site, midrise buildings should be
located to provide transition from the proposed tall
buildings along Finch Avenue East and southeast
corner of the Site towards the Neighbourhoods and
the lowrise community to the east and north of the
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Site. The midrise buildings should have regard for
the Midrise Buildings Performance Standards and
should be designed to establish an appropriate and
comfortable relationship with the street and public
realm and be supportive of active commercial/
retail uses and passive leisurely uses within the
sidewalk zone.
Lastly, in an effort to provide continuity of
streetscape, buildings should be organized to allow
for the future framework of streets and blocks to
carry out the comprehensive long-term vision for
the overall Site.
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Pedestrian-Oriented Development
Any proposed roads and adjacent sidewalk zones
on-Site should be comprehensively designed to
improve the experience of pedestrians by making
it easier, safer and more comfortable to walk
between buildings, open spaces and adjacent
properties/areas Pedestrian safety should be
encouraged through the incorporation of wide,
clearly demarcated areas for crossing roads at
regular intervals.
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The proposal is designed to encourage a safe,
accessible and active pedestrian environment
through:
• The introduction of new roads and wellconnected sidewalks along them and pedestrian
midblock connections at strategic gateway
locations;
• The introduction of street trees, coordinated
street furnishings, visible and accessible
building entrances, and publicly accessible open
spaces to act as greater community elements;
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• Incorporating pedestrian-related architectural
scale and treatment within the public and private
realm; and
• improving the pedestrian connection between
the proposed developments and the existing
East Highland Creek along Finch Avenue East
with landscaping and animated built form edge.
The improved pedestrian experience integral to the
proposal is one that can be achieved at a similar or
reduced scale and shall be emulated at later phases
of development of the Conceptual Comprehensive
Master Plan as a whole.
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Enhanced Public Realm
and Open Space
The public realm is an integral part of
comprehensive The public realm is an integral
part of comprehensive site design and should
complement the architecture, other site
components and the overall visual appearance of
the area. The exemplary quality of the public realm
proposed for the Interim Phase will be the basis for
and have a lasting impact on the eventual future
redevelopment of the remaining site area.
The main objective of the public realm design is to
therefore provide a comprehensive, consistent and
coherent streetscape and landscape that helps to
define and animate the street edges and visually
improve the Subject Site as a whole. To that end,
the proposal is designed to encourage a safe,
accessible and active public realm and open space,
enhanced through the introduction of:
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Event in the parking space

• A large and central publicly accessible open
space as the focus of the community
• well-connected hard and soft landscaped
walkways and areas,
• street trees,
• coordinated street furnishings,
• highly articulated buildings clad with highquality architectural finishes,
• visible building entrances that are directly
accessible from public sidewalks, and
• publicly accessible open spaces to act as
gateways and greater community elements and
provide opportunities for active and passive
recreation and social interaction.
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5.0 CONCEPTUAL
COMPREHENSIVE
MASTER PLAN
As requested by the City, the Conceptual
Comprehensive Master Plan for the entirety of
the Site has been prepared by Bousfields Inc., to
envision the potential future of the Site and to
provide a framework to evaluate the proposed
development.
The Conceptual Comprehensive Master Plan
demonstrates the future development potential
of the Site as a whole on the assumption of the
existing mall being demolished at a later date. The
conceptual Comprehensive Master Plan envisions
a new street pattern to improve connectivity and
create smaller development blocks including:
• a new north-south street connecting Finch
Avenue East to Brimwood Boulevard;
• a new east west street that aligns with Albert
Campbell Collegiate institute’s driveway to the
west and connects Sandhurst Circle to McCowan
Road; and
• a network of internal roads to create additional
pedestrian, cycling and vehicular connections
The Conceptual Comprehensive Master Plan will
introduce a variety of integrated uses (retail,
residential, and retirement housing) in form of tall
buildings along Finch Avenue East and McCowan
Road with the taller element organized around
Finch Avenue East and McCowan Road intersection
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that transitions down in height towards west and
north. Further, four residential midrise blocks
are envisioned in the north/northwestern and
western portions of the Site consisting of Mixeduse 9-storey buildings along Sandhurst Circle
and 7-storey buildings along the future northsouth street, each sitting on a 4-storey podium. In
addition, a 14-storey building at the intersection
of McCowan Road and the new east-west street
is contemplated. The midrise development blocks
complement and provide transition from the highrise character of the proposed development along
Finch Avenue East and McCowan Road to the
low-rise character of the Neighbourhoods to the
north and northeast and the lowrise institutional
buildings to the west and northwest.

As outlined in the Planning Rationale, Woodside
Investment Management Inc. is seeking approval
for the proposed infill development on a portion
of the Subject SIte as described in Section 5.1.
Subsequent to the development of the proposed
plan, potential future phases will be coordinated
with the City-Initiated planning review of the
subject lands as required by SASP 236. This planning
review, led by City staff, is intended to culminate
in an Official Plan Amendment for the Site and is
be conducted concurrently to this Zoning By-law
Amendment application for the Interim Phase.
It is important to note that the proposed
development will facilitate the establishment
of a lot and block pattern in a way that does not
preclude future redevelopment of the mall.

Significant enhancements to the public realm are
provided through:
• creation of one large Public Park on the
northwest portion of the Site along Sandhurst
Circle; and
• creation of four publicly accessible open spaces
(POPS); one large central POPS acting as an
urban square along Finch Avenue East, one
midblock POPS on McCowan Road, and two
gateway POPS on southeast and northeast
corners of the Subject SIte.
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6.0 Description of Proposal
The proposed development is based on set of
architectural drawings prepared by Graziani &
Corazza Architects Inc and the landscape drawings
prepared by Marton Smith Landscape Architects
(MSLA).

NORTHERN
GATEWAY
POPS

The proposal will create a new residential and
mixed-use fabric in four development blocks around
the perimeter of the Mall, replacing the existing
surface parking areas. This will be achieved by
creating an attractive built form edge along Finch
Avenue East and McCowan Road while framing
the interior frontage of the mall and establishing
strong pedestrian links. The proposal provides for
the development and transformation of the Site
into a complete, mixed-use neighbourhood – one
that continues to provide an important retail and
community services function for local residents and
visitors, while expanding opportunities for groundrelated retail, leisure and multi-generational living
in the neighbourhood. The proposal introduces:
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• Increased interconnectivity through creating
smaller development blocks; redesigning the
existing roads and establishing new vehicular
and pedestrian connections; improve cycling,
pedestrian and vehicular circulation throughout
the Site; and linkages to the larger surrounding
community;
• Walkable development blocks with active street
frontages and a dynamic skyline;
• A large central POPS acting as an urban square,
one midblock POPS on McCowan Road, and
two gateway POPS which contribute to a more
attractive, strong and legible public realm; and
• A phasing strategy for the site which allows for
progressive and successful transformation
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Figure 19 - Site Plan
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The development scheme proposes to demolish the stand-alone McDonald’s
drive-through restaurant located on the southerly and easterly portions of the
site; upgrade parts of the existing service ring road (Road A) with a 20m Rightof-Way width; introduce Road B that connects the site to Finch Avenue East,
and relocate Road C further north to align with and potentially connect to the
Albert Campbell Collegiate Institute’s driveway in the future.
Proposed are four new towers with a centrally located POPS along Finch
Avenue East, two Towers fronting onto McCowan Road, and three midrise
developments to the east and northeast of the Mall that front onto McCowan
Road and Sandhurst Circle. Overall, the proposal includes:
•
•
•
•
•

203,955 square metres of new residential uses (2,411 units);
15,488 square metres of retirement uses (178 suites);
4,095 square metres of new retail uses;
6,378 square metres of new commercial uses; and
6,014 square metres of a publicly accessible open space

Located at the southwest portion of the Site along Finch Avenue East, towers A
and B both comprise residential uses and share a 6-storey podium that steps
down to 2 storeys. Tower A and Tower B are both proposed at 23 storeys and
have a minimum tower separation distance of approximately 31.2 metres. The
proposed tower floor plates are 750 square metres.
Primary access to residential components is provided along Finch Avenue
East, directly from the public sidewalk. Three levels of underground parking
that extends under the proposed Central POPS, along with one level of at grade
parking enclosed in the podium will provide 907 parking spaces. Furthermore,16
perpendicular surface parking spaces are proposed on the north side of Road
A, to serve the existing LCBO and Shoppers Drug Mart stores, located in the
mall. In the podium, two storey residential units are proposed on the westerly,
southerly, and easterly edges of the building, wrapping around the parking area
at ground level and 2,000 square metres of commercial uses on the second
floor. Combined with the residential units in the shared podium, Towers A and
B provide 41,603 square metres of Residential Gross Floor Area and a total unit
count of 479, including:
•
•
•
•
•

143 One-Bedroom units
142 One-Bedroom + Den units
80 Two-Bedroom units
80 Two-Bedroom + Den units
34 Three-Bedroom units

Proposal Rendering - Road ‘A’ Looking Southwest
URBAN DESIGN BRIEF
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Along Finch Avenue East, to the east of the proposed
Central POPS, and Road B, are towers C and D sitting
atop a 6-storey mixed-use podium that includes
parking and restaurant uses at grade, commercial
uses on the second floor, and residential uses
throughout. The proposed restaurant fronts onto
Finch Avenue East, the Southern Gateway POPS
and the proposed pedestrian connection. Tower C
is proposed at 30 storeys and Tower D is proposed
at 36 storeys with a minimum tower separation
distance of approximately 26.3 metres and floor
plate areas of 750 square metres for each tower.
Access to Tower C is from Road A, and the entrance
to tower D is provided along Finch Avenue East. The
podium steps down to 2 storeys, providing a larger
stepback towards the proposed Southern Gateway
POPS. Three levels of underground parking along
with one levels of at grade parking provide 594
parking spaces. At ground level, the parking area
is screened from the public realm with residential
units located along the westerly, southerly, and
easterly edges of the podium. Combined with the
residential units in the shared podium, Towers C
and D provide 56,346 square metres of Residential
Gross Floor Area and a total unit count of 678,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

209 One-Bedroom units
209 One-Bedroom + Den units
103 Two-Bedroom units
103 Two-Bedroom + Den units
54 Three-Bedroom units

Proposal Rendering -Road ‘A’ Looking West
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To the north of the proposed Southern Gateway
POPS on the northwest corner of Finch Avenue
East and McCowan Road intersection and fronting
onto McCowan Road are Towers E and F, containing
residential uses and sharing a 6-storey podium
with access provided from McCowan Road. The
podium includes parking and retail uses at grade,
and commercial and retail uses on second floor
and residential uses at all floors. The proposed
retail components have frontage on both the
Southern Gateway POPS and the Midblock POPS,
animating and providing eyes on the public realm.
The proposed at-grade parking area in the podium
is screened from the public realm by the residential
and retail components. Tower E is proposed at 38
storeys and Tower F is proposed at 26 storeys with
a minimum tower separation of 32 metres and floor
plate area of 750 square metres for each tower. The
podium steps down to 2 storeys, providing a larger
stepback towards the proposed POPS, almost
mirroring the podium configuration of Towers C and
D. Three levels of underground parking along with
one level of at-grade parking provide 785 parking
spaces. Combined with the residential units in the
shared podium base, Towers E and F provide 57,958
square metres of Residential Gross Floor Area and
a total unit count of 678, including:
•
•
•
•
•

202 One-Bedroom units
201 One-Bedroom + Den units
112 Two-Bedroom units
111 Two-Bedroom + Den units
52 Three-Bedroom units

Indoor and outdoor amenity areas for towers A-B,
C-D, and E-F are provided on their respective
shared podiums at third floor, facing Road A and
wrapped by residential units.

URBAN DESIGN BRIEF
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Directly north of Towers E and F and Road C, is a
development block including Building G , a 14 storey
senior residence facility located along McCowan
Road and parallel to Woodside Square mall’s north
wing, generally L-shaped with retail uses proposed
at grade facing the existing Mall and principal
entrance provided from McCowan Road. Three
levels of underground parking combined with 23
surface parking will provide 321 parking spaces.
Building G contains 15,956 square metres of gross
floor area and 178 senior dwelling units including:
•
•
•
•
•

52 1-Bedroom units
51 1-Bedroom + Den units
37 2-Bedroom units
36 2-Bedroom + Den units
2 3-Bedroom units

On northerly portion of the Subject Site, at
McCowan Road and Sandhurst Circle intersection
are Buildings H and I, framing the proposed
Northern Gateway POPS at the McCowan Road
and Sandhurst Circle intersection. Proposed at
14 storeys, Building H steps down to 12 storeys
along McCowan Road and to 8 storeys facing the
existing Mall. Building ‘I’ is proposed at 12 Storeys,
stepping down to 10 storeys along Sandhurst Circle
and to 8 storeys facing the existing Mall. Indoor
and outdoor amenity areas are provided at grade.
Together, Buildings H and I contain retail uses at
grade, facing the Mall, and residential uses totaling
48,808 square metres of gross floor area and 576
residential units including:
•
•
•
•
•

200 One-Bedroom units
200 One-Bedroom + Den units
86 Two-Bedroom units
86 Two-Bedroom + Den units
4 Three-Bedroom units

In total, 5,236 square metres of indoor amenity
space and 4,512 square metres of outdoor amenity
space has been provided throughout the subject
site. This includes landscaped areas on site,
balconies, and roof terraces. The total number of
bicycle parking spaces proposed is 1,867 of which
1,659 are designated for long term storage and 208
are designated for short term storage.
URBAN DESIGN BRIEF

Proposal Rendering - Northern Gateway POPS

For further details on the proposed development,
please refer to Architectural Drawings and the
description provided in the Planning Rationale.
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7.0 SITE PLANNING
& URBAN DESIGN
PRINCIPLES



 




































7.1 Streets and Blocks
















In accordance with the Official Plan’s Built Form
policies, the proposal divides and organizes the Site
into smaller development blocks as the first step in
developing the new street network envisioned for
the future of the superblock as per the Conceptual
Comprehensive Master Plan. The clearly articulated
network of street and blocks provides for increased
permeability and interconnectivity across the Site.










  




















The proposed development would be a highquality mixed-use infill addition to the area
and is consistent with the built form policies of
the Official Plan. The design of the proposal is
substantially in accordance with the relevant
Urban Design Guidelines and the design criteria
contained in the staff report on initiating the
planning review of the Subject Site. Both the Tall
Building Guidelines, Midrise Building Performance
Standards and the staff report initiating a planning
review on the Subject Site (August 20129) share
the objective of creating complete, livable and
sustainable community while protecting the
stability and integrity of adjacent neighbourhoods.
In that respect, the proposal has been designed in
a context-sensitive manner.





From an urban design perspective, the proposal
will introduce new development blocks and road
pattern and will improve and urbanize the overall
design and appearance of the Site, which is
currently underutilized and dominated by surface
parking.



ROW width = 20m

Proposed Property Line











Figure 20 - Block Organization
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The street network has been designed with
regard for the Official Plan policies specifically
the policies outlined in sections 3.1.1 (16), 3.1.1
(17), and 3.1.1 (18). To that end, the proposal lays
the groundwork to ensure that streets and blocks
provide connections to adjacent neighbourhoods
and offer permeability for pedestrians, cyclists and
vehicles and promote a connected and continuous
grid like street network.

MALL SITE
DEVELOPMENT BLOCK

In that regard, the proposal introduces road
connections, in a manner in which they can form
part of a larger future road network integrated
into a seamless future grid of complete streets as
contemplated in the Conceptual Comprehensive
Master Plan. Road ‘B’, introduced on the southerly
portion of the Site can potentially connect Finch
Avenue East to Brimwood Boulevard; and Road
‘C’ is aligned with Albert Campbell Collegiate
Institute’s driveway to create an opportunity for
potential future connection of Sandhurst Circle to
McCowan Road. Furthermore, the existing service
ring road that wraps around the existing mall, is
partially redesigned with a 20-metre Right-Of-Way
width to provide a Complete Street experience, as
per Policy 3.1.1.(17) of the Official Plan.
Further, Policy 3.1.1(15) of the Official Plan provides
that walkways and private midblock connections
will be designed to complement and extend,
but not replace, the role of the street as the
main place for pedestrian activity. In addition to
continuous walkways introduced throughout the
site, the development scheme proposes a midblock connection through the Southern Gateway
POPS which provides for a unique urban gateway
experience for pedestrians. These walkways and
pedestrian connections extend logically into the
adjacent development blocks and connect to
facilitate access to transit stops, public sidewalks
as well as the proposed community amenities and
open spaces. Furthermore, in accordance with
Policy 3.1.1.(6), buildings setbacks and stepbacks
have been designed with regard for the creation of
wide pedestrian zones to ensure sufficient room

URBAN DESIGN BRIEF
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CONCEPTUAL COMPREHENSIVE MASTERPLAN

Figure 21 - Block Organization

for landscaping, tree planting, street furnishing
and utilities. In that regards, all proposed buildings
provide a 3-metres setback from all property line
to offer safe, attractive, and comfortable spaces
for pedestrians.

road network contemplated in the Conceptual
Comprehensive Master Plan and is in keeping with
the Official Plan’s policy direction, the City Staffs’
site-specific guidance, and the City-wide Urban
Design Guidelines.

In general, the introduction and design of the
proposed streets and pedestrian linkage pattern
of the proposal can form part of a larger future
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7.2 Built Form

Residential - Lowrise Buildings

The vision for the proposal respects and reinforces
the existing and planned context of the Site. The
existing towers south of the Site provide built form
context that is supportive of high-rise forms. Given
the broader context and its concentric design
pattern where the height, scale, and intensity
of development gradually lowers as it gets away
from the intersection of Finch Avenue East and
McCowan Road:

Residential - Tall Buildings








Residential - Midrise Buildings






Mixed-use






Institutional














Commercial







Office



Warehouse/ Distribution



 

 


Manufacturing
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• Tall buildings are located mainly along Finch
Avenue east and at the northwest corner of the
Finch/McCowan intersection adjacent to, and
across from the existing high-rise buildings;
• Taller elements are proposed at the Finch
Avenue East and McCowan Road intersection
to anchor the new development and emphasize
the importance of the intersection of two major
streets;
• Midrise Buildings are proposed along McCowan
Road to provide transition from the proposed tall
buildings along Finch Avenue East and southeast
corner of the Site towards the Neighbourhoods
and the low-rise community to the east and
north of the Site;
• Buildings are massed to generally fit below
45-degree angular planes, taken from the
Neighbourhoods to the northeast and southwest
of the Subject Site; and
• Base buildings and podiums are designed to
define the proposed development blocks edges
and frame the adjacent streets with good
proportion.

Residential - Row House/
Townhouses














Figure 22 - Proposed Figure Ground Plan
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Figure 23 - Transition Diagram - South Elevation

To that note, the proposal is supported by Policy
4.5.2 (c) of the Official Plan and Guideline 1.3 and 1.4
of the Tall Buildings Guidelines, through providing
transition towards lower scale Neighbourhoods.
At the Finch Avenue East and McCowan Road
intersection, Tower ‘D’ and Tower ‘E’, with 36 and
38 storeys respectively, transition down in height
to 30 storeys (Tower ‘C’) and further to 23-storey
buildings (Towers A and B) towards west and to
26-, 14-, and 12-storey buildings towards north
to fit within and respect the existing and planned
context. The staggered tower heights also create

URBAN DESIGN BRIEF

visual interest within the skyline and mitigate and
improve access to sunlight and skyview, as per
guideline 3.2.4(e) of the Tall Building Guidelines.
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BUILDING H - 14 STOREY
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EXISTING
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Sandhurst Circle

Figure 24 - Transition Diagram - East Elevation

As directed by Policy 3.1.2.(1) of the Official Plan,
the proposed tower base buildings are oriented
parallel to Finch Avenue East and McCowan Road
and the proposed midrise base buildings on the
easterly and northerly portion of the site, also, are
oriented parallel to McCowan Road and Sandhurst
Circle. As such, the base buildings are appropriately
located to frame the adjacent rights-of-way and
will establish a pedestrian-oriented street edge.
In addition, main building entrances are visible
and accessible from the public sidewalk. As such,
entrances to Towers ‘A’, B, and D are provided
directly on Finch Avenue East; Buildings ‘E’, ’F’, ‘G’,

URBAN DESIGN BRIEF

and ‘H’ have their principal entrances located on
McCowan Road; Building ‘I’ is directly accessed
from Sandhurst Circle. The entrance to Building
‘C’ is provided on Road ‘A’ and is visible from Finch
Avenue East and the Central POPS.
As per the Tall Building Guidelines, the tall building
elements have been designed with a 750 square
metre floor plate. In addition, towers have been
located to provide an appropriate separation
distance of minimum 25.0 metres to minimize
shadowing and limit light, view and privacy impacts
per Gridline 3.2.3 of the Tall Building Guidelines.
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Furthermore, in compliance with the Tall Building
Guidelines (guideline 3.2.2); all the proposed
towers provide a minimum stepback of 3 metres
from their podium along all streets and open space
frontages.

2.2m

The proposed midrise buildings have been
sited and designed to provide transition to the
Neighbourhoods and their heights have been
determined with regard to their adjacent Rightof-way widths. On McCowan Road, Building G and
Building H with 14 storeys transition down to 12
storeys (Building I) towards north. The proposed
midrise buildings further step down to 12 storey
along McCowan Road (right of way width of 36
metres), to 10 Storeys along Sandhurst Circle (right
of way width of 27 metres), and to 8 storeys along
Road ‘A’. At the McCowan Road and Sandhurst
Circle intersection, the C-shaped massing of
Building H and Building I, gives prominence to the
corner by framing the adjacent streets as well as
the Northern Gateway POPS.
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Furthermore, the proposed midrise buildings have
been massed to generally fit below a 45-degree
angular plane, taken from the Neighbourhoods
to provide an appropriate transition in scale to
adjacent low-rise neighbourhoods per Mid-Rise
Building Performance Standards, more specific,
standard 5A.
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Figure 25 - Setbacks/Seperation Distance
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7.3 Parking, Loading and
Servicing

ad
Ro

The principal strategy for parking, loading and
servicing on the site is to ensure that these
activities are screened in order to minimize their
visual impact from the public realm and adjacent
residential uses, as per the built form policies of
the Official Plan. With respect to proposed parking,
servicing and loading, the development scheme
proposes to eliminate a large portion of the surface
parking along the south and east side of the subject
site between the Mall building and the arterial
roads, replacing it with 4,006 new parking spaces
within one level of underground and one level of
above grade parking across all development. The
proposed at-grade parking is wrapped around by
residential and commercial uses, and therefore is
well screened from the public realm as per Policy
3.1.2(3) of the Official Plan.

‘A’

R

‘D

’

Residential
Retail
Parking
Lobby/Amenity
Loading Ramp

Vehicular access to the parking is provided off Road
‘A” to limit interference with the higher vehicular
and pedestrian traffic anticipated along Finch
Avenue East and McCowan Road. This provides
for an uninterrupted pedestrian realm along Finch
Avenue East and McCowan Road as promoted by
the policy directives and urban design guidance.

Private Driveway

Drop-off Area
Parking Entrance
Residential
Principal Entrance
Residential
Secondary Entrance
Proposed Property Line

Road ‘A’
5,721
5,721 m2
m2

Road ‘B’

As such the built form impacts are limited in
nature and the proposal will constitute a positive
contribution to the goals and objectives of the
Official Plan, the applicable guidelines and the sitespecific goals set by the City for the Subject Site.
The built form design criteria applied to the proposal
can be emulated across the site as envisioned
in the Conceptual Comprehensive Master Plan
and the proposed built form will not inhibit future
comprehensive development of the site.

d
oa

Figure 26 - Parking, Loading, and Servicing
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7.4 Architectural Articulations
IThe Official Plan provides that the individual
façades of buildings that form the edge of a street
or a park are read together as a common wall
that defines the public realm. Consistent with
Official Plan Policies, specifically Policy 3.1.2.1,
the continuous, articulated building frontage
along Finch Avenue East and McCowan Road will
contribute to an active and animated public realm
while framing the street with good proportion. To
that end, the base buildings have been designed
to provide a relatively consistent and contiguous
street edge that defines and gives a strong identity
to the Finch Avenue East and McCowan Road
frontages. The highly transparent building face in
the base buildings of towers C, D, E, and F provides
views into retail spaces, as well as residential
lobbies, while also allowing for passive observation
of the streetscape and the proposed urban square
and gateway POPS from the building interior. To
that end, no blank walls are proposed along street
facades.
The midrise buildings are clad with heavier and
masonry materials to add prominence and ground
the buildings, while tower facades incorporate
lighter, transparent treatments. Balconies have
been incorporated into the towers and have been
located such that they provide additional horizontal
breaks in the façade. In contrast to the cladding
of the base buildings, the taller building elements
utilize lighter and more translucent materials to
mitigate perception of mass. These materials
will create both diversity and harmony with the
surrounding built and approved buildings.
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Figure 27 - Elevations
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7.5 Streetscape and Public
Realm Design
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The Official Plan provides that
the individual

façades of buildings that form the edge of a street
or a park are read together as a common wall that
defines the public realm. In addition to complying
with the Official Plan Policy 3.1.2., the proposal
conforms with Guideline 3.1.2 of the Tall Buildings
Guidelines and lines the base buildings with
active,


grade-related uses adjacent to public streets to
promote a safe and animated public realm. In 
that
regard, 2-storey grade-related residential units
and retails uses are proposed along Finch Avenue
East, McCowan Road, and Sandhurst Circle. Where
possible, retail uses are strategically located with
frontage on the POPS to further contribute to an
active and animated public realm.




NORTHERN
GATEWAY POPS




Parks



The proposal will support the development of a high
quality, attractive and sustainable public realm
that includes publicly accessible private open
spaces and improves the pedestrian experience
along streets. The key elements of the public realm
are: a large centrally located POPS acting as an
Urban Square (Central POPS); two strategically
located “gateway” POPS (Southern Gateway POPS
and Northern Gateway POPS); the Midblock POPS;
and enhanced streetscapes.

Site Boundary
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Figure 28 - Streetscape & Public Realm Diagram
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The landscape elements of the public realm will be






chosen from an appropriate palette of materials
and plants which will unify the pedestrian
environment by creating a consistent character
throughout the site consistent with Policy 3.1.1.(13)
of the Official Plan. Streetscape improvements
along Finch Avenue East enhances the pedestrian
connection between the proposed central POPS
and the existing pedestrian/cycling trail along
Highland Creek.
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The proposed POPS conform to the Official Plan
policies, in particular Policy 3.1.1.(19) and 3.1.1.(20).
In that regard, all proposed POPS front onto a
public street for good visibility and access and they
provide for a comfortable setting for community
events.





Further improvement to the Public Realm comes
through the introduction of four privately owned
public spaces (POPS).
The primary design
objectives related to the POPS are:
• To create a highly animated gathering space
that allows for year-round programming and use
by visitors and neighbourhood residents;
• To maximize flexibility in the POPS design so
as to allow for a wide range of programming
options; and
• To ensure ground floor building uses complement
uses within the POPS and visa-versa.

Schools Open Spaces

NORTHERN
GATEWAY POPS

Proposed
Landscaped Edges

MIDBLOCK POPS

Legend

CENTRAL POPS

SOUTHERN
GATEWAY POPS
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Figure 29 - Streetscape & Public Realm Diagram (Zoomed in)
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Central POPS
The proposed Central POPS is strategically located
along Finch Avenue East to frame views towards
the existing mall and serve the community facilities
and the commercial uses of the mall as well as the
proposed residential uses. The proposed central
POPS will replace the existing surface parking area
that has also been a valuable open space resource
to the community. The community has benefited
from this open space in events such as community
festivals, carnivals, ethnic celebrations, and
markets. The proposed POPS will define this
informal gathering space as a formal urban square.
The POPS will provide a large flexible green space
cover in artificial turf that can accommodate a
range of uses such as gatherings, events, as well
as passive recreation opportunities. The Central
POPS also includes a covered structure that allows
for year-round programming and use. The Central
POPS features trees, a feature masonry wall, seating
and dining area, playground and two entry signs.
Additionally, the Central POPS is separated from
Road ‘A’ by feature planters that are removable for
large events.

Midblock POPS
The Midblock POPS enhances the visual and
physical access to the mall from McCowan Road.
The Midblock POPS features trees, landscaping
and bench seating. The retail uses proposed in the
base of Building F, further animates the midblock
POPS and contributes to an active public realm.
The surface parking area located on the opposite
side of Road ‘C’ is screened from the Midblock
POPS by privacy screen to minimize the impact on
the public realm.

Proposal Rendering - Central POPS

The Conceptual Comprehensive Master Plan
envisions a public park generally on the northwest
of the site, that will further provide flexible
gathering spaces for the community. Road B will
connect the two large open spaces and promote
connected network of parks and open spaces.
Overall, the proposed open spaces contribute to
and form part of the vision contemplated in the
Conceptual Comprehensive Master Plan.
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Southern Gateway POPS
The Southern Gateway POPS leads to a vibrant
pedestrian-scaled midblock connection, directing
views towards the existing mall. Located at a busy
intersection where two transit priority corridors
meet, this POPS creates an urban environment
supportive of its function as a gateway and a
flexible vibrant meeting and gathering space. The
base buildings of the adjacent towers step down
to 2-storeys to reduce the built form impact and
provide for a pedestrian-scale public realm. The
proposed retail in the base of Tower ‘E’ and the
proposed restaurant in the base of Tower ‘D’
complement the POPS and promotes a safe and
animated public realm. The Southern Gateway
POPS features a signage wall to create a sense of
entry from Finch Avenue East and McCowan Road,
and patio areas which provides for outdoor retail
spill-out opportunities and encourages lingering
within the public realm. Among other public realm
elements provided in the Southern Gateway POPS
are street trees, enhanced landscaping, coordinated
furnishings, feature waterjets incorporated in the
pavements and bicycle parking.

Proposal Rendering - Southern Gateway POPS
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Northern Gateway POPS
The Northern Gateway POPS creates a robust,
attractive, and vibrant neighbourhood hub
given its proximity to the lowrise established
Neighbourhoods to the east and to the north.
It extends the network of existing sidewalks by
providing connection to the proposed open green
space and outdoor amenity area framed by the
proposed 14- and 12-storey midrise buildings.
Abutting the POPS, at ground level, Building ‘H’
and Building ‘I’ offer indoor amenity spaces to limit
privacy impacts and provide “eyes” on the public
realm. The Northern Gateway POPS features a
seating area that is well screened from the adjacent
streets by a row of deciduous trees. Public art will
be incorporated into this POPS to add vibrancy and
interest to the public realm.

Proposal Rendering - Northern Gateway POPS
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7.6 Pedestrian Connections












In accordance with Policy 3.1.1.(15), the new
pedestrian midblock connection that connects the
intersection of Finch Avenue East and McCowan
Road to the site through the proposed POPS will
better connect and provide access across the Site
and into the existing fabric of the surrounding
neighbourhoods. Located at two key site entrances,
the two proposed POPS will encourage active
transportation both within the Site and the greater
community beyond. Consistent with the Official
Plan policies, cycling facilities, such as long-term
bicycle parking and short-term bicycle racks are
provided for the use of site visitors and residents
to improve the cyclist experience on-site.




Site Boundary








Within the proposal, a pedestrian system of
walkways and linkages with sidewalks is proposed
along building frontages. The sidewalks proposed
along the new development blocks as well as the
proposed POPS provide permeability throughout
the Site, in accordance with Policy3.1.2(5) of the
Official Plan. To that end, the proposed sidewalks
are enhanced with trees, landscaping, benches,
and bicycle parking.

To that end, as part of the Conceptual
Comprehensive Master Plan, bicycle parking and
continuous sidewalk connections are envisioned

throughout the site, specifically along the future

north-south and east-west streets. Further, future
public park and development blocks will create
 
additional pedestrian and cycling connections to
major streets and provide further opportunities
for buildings to front onto and frame streets and
the future park. Overall, the proposed pedestrian

and cycling connections contribute to and form
part of the vision contemplated in the Conceptual

Comprehensive Master Plan and will not impede
future comprehensive development of the site.








A primary objective of the proposal is to improve
the pedestrian and cycling environment by making
it easier, safer and more comfortable to walk
between buildings, public sidewalks, transit stops,
open spaces and adjacent properties. Therefore,
the proposal is based upon a strong focus on
pedestrian integration at ground level.
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Figure 30 - Proposed Pedestrian Circulation
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8.0CONCLUSIONS
This Brief concludes that the urban design
form and pattern of the Proposal appropriately
addresses local and Provincial policy objectives
with respect to the intensification within builtup areas in areas well served by existing and
planned
municipal/regional
infrastructure.
Specifically, the development is supportive of
and appropriately addresses the City of Toronto
Official Plan urban design-related policies,
in addition to the objectives contained in the
Toronto City-Wide Urban Design Guidelines.

URBAN DESIGN BRIEF

The proposal represents appropriate development
in terms of fit within the urban design structure
of Scarborough, building heights and scale
within the Agincourt North community, and
the proposed architectural treatment across
the Site. The design of the proposal responds
to and provides public realm enhancements
along the Finch Avenue East, McCowan Road,
and other publicly accessible spaces. Together,
the proposed central POPS, two gateway POPS
and the proposed towers atop street-related
base buildings, integrated with the existing
Mall structure, result in an appropriately-scaled
pedestrian-oriented mixed-use development
that provides a street and block pattern to guide
future development of the Subject Site as a whole.

From an urban design perspective, it is our
opinion that the proposed infill development
of the subject site is appropriate and desirable,
represent good urban design practice, will not
inhibit future comprehensive redevelopment
of the site should the mall building be removed
in the future. The proposal can be appropriately
accommodated within the overall regulatory
framework for the area and should be approved.
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